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his life seemed to have paralleled ours; not
only in personal history, but through the
experiences and ideas we shared as architects.
His career held important revelations for us
and I have been happy to dance (waltz?) to
his tune while interweaving our three sagas in
work and thought.
The annals of Jewish flight from persecution
did not start with Hitler. There was the Exodus
from Egypt, and perhaps 600 years before
the current era, Jewish merchants took the
Silk Road to China. The ancient Romans
transferred whole communities to Europe,
and centers of Jewish culture thrived under
ancient Greece, medieval Spain, and the
Ottoman Empire. But my family in Africa,
most American Jews, and Frank’s forebears
came from Eastern Europe. Nazism was the
dominant tragedy of the 1930s and 1940s.
Some refugees, like Frank, moved nearby
to Sweden or Italy, only to leave again as the
Germans advanced. Some Jews made it to
England, Palestine, Canada, or America before
the gates shut. Others found refuge in Africa
and even in Shanghai, which took 30,000
refugees, allegedly more than the British
Empire. But those on boats that no country
would admit were returned to Hamburg.
The generation of mentors that I knew
in my youth lives on in the United States
today in television reruns of old movies; in
the German professor for example, his hair
awry like Einstein’s, a stereotype of the 1940s.
And architecturally, the souped-up Modern
and elegant Deco backgrounds of Hollywood
spectaculars still charm us—you could
imagine refugee set designers jumping at the
opportunity.
The patterns of Nazi flight and their
influence on world architecture are still under
study. When Art Deco went global in the 1930s,
the purer, smaller Modern followed. “Villa
districts” were built in European cities and
Modernism spread to England, Palestine, South
Africa, Latin America, and parts of the United
States. Nazism accelerated the spread. Frank,
with little hope of practicing architecture in
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In 2005, Hurricane Katrina caused thousands
to flee New Orleans for Texas, and many did
not return. Nothing can make up for the loss,
and today its tragedy is so much with us that
the question, “Where will the sound of New
Orleans go?” is premature. But eventually the
flight from Katrina may be known for its music
ripples worldwide.
Landscapes and cityscapes are palimpsests
of culture on a broad plain, and migrations
read across them. Ancient Roman conquests
lie in the early patterns of European towns,
and Renaissance adaptations of Roman
architecture are found in every city where
Europeans have lived. The music of slaves
traveled from American cotton fields to cities
on the Mississippi and from there upriver
to the world. And the routes of individual
craftspeople are traceable across the African
landscape in the Baroque gable decorations of
Cape Dutch farmhouses.
Josef Frank, too, took a solo journey and
though his flight kept him near home, it shifted
his focus as if to a far land. This was an unsought
change. As a Jew, he had chosen “assimilation,”
a tempting path because it offered broad
opportunity in Germany and Austria. But by
1933 he realized that it would not save him
from Hitler and he left Vienna for Stockholm.
In that year my parents made plans to
build a modern house in Johannesburg. Some
refugees were already arriving in South Africa
and my childhood was accompanied by these
exiles from fascism. So were my student years
on three continents, and many of them were
my teachers and mentors. When Robert
Venturi and I “met” Frank in 2005 in Vienna,
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Sweden, was lucky to find other opportunities,
but although his work and writings were
published before World War ll, he remained an
untold story until the 1980s.1 Today, seeing the
span of his career and the directions of postwar
architecture, we may ask questions of Frank and
learn some ironic answers.
For example, when he left Vienna, he
was an architectural rebel. Had he stayed
would he, like Hans Scharoun, have been
excluded from the Modern canon or, like the
Smithsons, have knocked down the walls of
CIAM? Are his writings and architecture a
missing link between early Modernism and the
Brutalists? Do they presage Postmodernism?
Did diversion from his chosen path reduce his
influence or, if you consider IKEA, boost it?
How did this happen? Is Frank relevant today?
Before entering his house, I would like to
ask Frank one question: modern or Modern?
I am enlisting his support on the losing side

1. t For the facts of Frank’s work, writing,
and life, I have depended on Johannes
Spalt and Hermann Czech, eds., Josef
Frank: 1885–1967 (Vienna: Hochschule für
angewandte Kunst, 1981), and Christopher
Long, Josef Frank: Life and Work (Chicago
and London: University of Chicago Press,
2001).
2. u J. B. Jackson, “Other-Directed
Houses,” Landscape, no. 2 (Winter 1956–
57); Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown,
and Steven Izenour, Learning from Las
Vegas (Cambridge, MA : MIT Press, 1972;
revised 1977).
3. u Robert Venturi, Complexity and
Contradiction in Architecture (New York:
Museum of Modern Art,1966; revised 1977).

Josef Frank, House for Dagmar Grill. 1947.
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Are Frank’s
designs
prototypes?
Or definitions of
what life (though
not urban life)
could be in
Shangri-la?

of a debate now raging, concerning the use of
capitals in naming styles. In this essay, the word
“modern” figures about sixty times. Its frequent
capitalization lies at the heart of Frank’s
argument that, although those who fomented
the revolution aimed to produce what was
“modern,” meaning architecture relevant to
now, quite soon their work became “Modern,”
a style whose looks but not essence they fought
for. How do you even describe the issue without
capitalizing, as you would to distinguish
between baroque and Baroque, mannerist and
Mannerist? For this reason our chosen format
diverges from that in the rest of the book.
When Robert Venturi and I saw the
Beer House, we had visited early Modern
architecture on several continents, I had spent
my childhood in our Modern house, and we
had found, named, and planned for the Miami
Beach Deco District. At first, Frank’s forms
seemed pure Modern. Neither Corbusier
nor Aalto subverted the orthodoxy, although
Lutyens perhaps lingered in the processional
that led the eye but not the feet. And taking it
vertical, achieving procession in section, was
an act of rebellion but on a refined plane and at
second glance.
Yet in his writing argument flourished.
“What we need is variety and not stereotyped
monumentality. No one feels comfortable in
an order that has been forced upon him, even if
it has been doused in a sauce of beauty.” Also,
“The machine, which today is enjoying divine
status, is being offered new forms every day
as sacrifices. Since it is nothing more than a
tool, which can make anything, there is no
single form that is invented for it. Yet with
the trepidation and tenderness of the sort
reserved for a beloved being, full of respect not
to over-work it, the straight line, functionality,
simplicity, uniformity are being advocated…
Imagine if one asked one of our modern
designers to produce a modern shoe. He will
have at once grasped the functional shape
for the machine, the one vertical, the other
horizontal. A single shoe for everyone. For
the left foot and for the right. If they do not fit,

just add some padding! And the machine can
breathe a sigh of relief and take a rest.”
Today we tend to feel that an architect
cannot be both verbal and visual, be adept in
marshaling intellectual material and making
a good argument, also a wordsmith and
passionate on moral and social questions, and
yet be able to design very well. In the United
States we hope, without much evidence, that an
undergraduate liberal arts degree will do this
for architects. But Frank could do it all and with
an added bonus, his caustic wit.
In the 1970s we discovered that some ideas
in Learning from Las Vegas had been expressed
by J. B. Jackson in his own way over a decade
earlier.2 And in 2012 this occurred again with
Frank. The spread of his writings was wider,
spanning five decades, but there were spurts
in the 1920s, 1930s, and 1950s, when he, like
us, wrote “letters from the front”—from the
urgency of practice. His thoughts on disorder
parallel ours on complexity, 3 and we are near
each other on the subject of kitsch. “Every
human needs a certain degree of sentimentality
to feel free,” he writes. He disagrees with the
Modernist argument, which he summarizes as,
“The person, who rides on a train, in a car, or an
airplane cannot possibly on his return home,
sit in a Louis XIVth, XVth, or XVIth chair,
without becoming aware of an intrinsic lie
and without appearing ridiculous to himself.”
He and we agree that Modern architects, in
fact, accept formalism (“sentimentality”) via
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the backdoor, and he pokes fun at “the tricks
that are used to go around the much acclaimed
Sachlichkeit to apply a beloved style, be it the
modern one or historical styles, so that the need
for sentimentality might be satisfied.”
“Playful embellishment is unnecessary”
for those who “think continuously… who
can obtain comfort and rest by other means,
(whose)… entertainment is of a higher
intellectual nature: they have books and
paintings, which have been presented to them
by artists who are on friendly terms with them.”
For them “a peasant’s writing desk, a bentwood
chair, a desk-lamp—the barest indications of
objects that are genuine—are sufficient.” But
“the person whose working life is filled with
pathos, who requires sentimental surroundings,
once at home, wants a respite from his
occupation…” Here Frank previews the upper
and lower-middle “taste publics” defined by
another refugee, Herbert Gans, in 1974.4 And
also, eerily, Swedish Modern.
Although Frank accepts decoration for
its “calming effect,” he himself likes “clear,
utilitarian structures possessing serene,
unpretentious forms”—Ugly and Ordinary in
our terms. Choose from the conventional, don’t
design the special, he admonishes, and so do
we. Calling the urge to modernize all furniture
and objects “a problematic endeavor with
non-problematic things,” he says architects
“pretend to search for the thing as such, the
chair as such, the carpet as such, the lamp as
such, things that already exist to some extent…
(but) we are actually looking for possibilities to
do something with them.”
“It would be much clearer,” he says if, to
meet their sentimentality quotient, “everyone
were simply to resort to historicism.” Like us,
he refers to history without imitating it. But
there is no sign in his architecture of the tension
in ours between Modern asymmetry and
Palladian centrality, suggested then subverted.
And our “allusion” might be too close to
imitation for him. But he accepts the existence
of symbolism in architecture, including in
modern architecture. Noting that the symbolic

borrowing of arches, columns, and pilasters,
the structural components of historical
architecture, has faded with Modernism, he
asks where the next symbols will come from,
and turns to society and to style. “We could
define a style as a compilation of the visible
symbols of a given time, as a symbol of faith,
which, when it is not longer valid, is regarded
as superstition. … A new style develops when
a new ideology arises, and not for practical
reasons.”
He quotes Gottfried Semper, “First, provide
some new ideas; then we architects shall find
architectural expressions for them.” Explaining
that Semper is referring to visible symbols of a
new social order, he adds “in the recent decades,
we have become acquainted with more than
enough new societal forms of this sort.” For
me, this evokes Nazi imagery at Nuremberg,
but Frank means us: “Modern architecture,
inspired by its close linkages with industry and
with standardization, began to come into line
with these totalitarian symbols, without our
understanding what that meant.” Modernists
“constantly defend themselves against the right
wing not realizing that they already stand on
the far right.” Then with passion: “Away with
universal styles, away with the idea of equating
art and industry, away with the whole system
that has become popular under the name
functionalism.”
Here I disagree. Emerging from the 1960s,
I, too, believe that social change initiates
sensibility shifts, which become aesthetic shifts,
and eventually change in style. But Frank
has missed a basic role of functionalism—a
role the early Moderns valued—facing tough
problems. I make the case for a much broader
understanding of functionalism, one that
includes urban functions and is sought for
social, moral, and artistic reasons combined.
It’s not a rationalization for a preferred look.
Indeed, solutions to difficult problems may be
ugly, hated by all, including their designers,
and especially by design review boards. Yet
the ugliness, if lived with, may become a new
beauty.
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Josef Frank, Svenskt Tenn wallpaper, 1940s.
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Frank accepts that Modernism had its own
symbols, no matter what the Moderns said,
but he ignores the role of communication via
symbolism in architecture and the fact that
communication was omitted as a function from
Modern doctrine. And although he found
America intriguing, Las Vegas commercial
communication might have been too much
for him. This was true of Julius Posener, a
refugee for decades in British architectural
education, who retired to a Berlin Siedlung.
“I agree so much,” he told me, “with your views
on Modernism and with the functional critique
you just made (of Aldo Rossi’s Toblerone
bridges). But how can you possibly learn from
Las Vegas?” We can because communication is
a function, and because we have been taught to
respect popular culture and we love Pop Art.
We share with Frank his even-handedness.
“Away with Functionalism” but all the same,
things must function. His view on attic space is
prophetic for us. The attic story contains “life,
large rooms, large windows, multiple corners,
angled walls, steps and height differences,

4. t Herbert J. Gans, Popular Culture and
High Culture: An Analysis and Evaluation of
Taste (New York: Basic Books, 1974).
5. u Walter Isard, Location and Space
Economy: A General Theory Relating
to Industrial Location, Market Areas,
Land-Use, Trade and Urban Structure
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1956).

Josef Frank, proposal for a house.
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pillars and beams”—everything we “seek in
vain in the planned and rationally furnished
apartments below it.”
His ideas on “paths and squares” carry
urbanism inside buildings. “A well-organized
house should be laid out like… one of those
beautiful old cities, in which even a stranger…
can find the city hall and the market square.”
The sitting area is the piazza. Paths “varied
enough that one never senses their length,”
should provide a way through the house that
is not over obvious and does not give the
visitor “the idea that he is being led around”—
we say “paths that are revealed rather than
demonstrated.” The stairway is at the center.
In the Beer House it “presents its first step to
the person entering” who, while climbing, “can
see up to the first landing and through a large
opening into the most important room in the
house.”
Frank’s directives read like a prescription for
the Vanna Venturi House, not for its symbolic
allusions but for its planning. Much has been
made of VV’s narrowness in plan, but its section
is conflated, too. With a second floor omitted,
access to the attic starts at the entrance and
attic qualities extend to both floors. The “street
through the building”—our name for paths
and squares—begins with the driveway and
turns right as you go through the front door.
Here an implied hallway gives onto the main
living spaces. But the processional, as in the
Beer House, is vertical. It starts immediately
left of the entry and ends in the “nowhere stair”
(what would Frank have thought!) up to the
roof peak. Within this sequence, “VV House”
could be “Haus VV.” The stairway organizes
the house spatially. Although placed near the
outer wall and wrapped around the fireplace,
it is of central interest. In atmosphere it
resembles the attic stair loved by children.
Symbolically it’s a chapel.
Camillo Sitte is an obvious reference
for paths and squares, but did Frank’s early
education stretch perhaps to Central Place
theory, a basis of land economics? This
material originated in Germany;5 it would be

tempting to think that he knew it and therefore
understood the dynamic between paths and
squares—that the crossing of ways generates
meeting and market places, because this is
where most people pass. And the corollary,
that the volume of movement on pathways,
particularly at intersections, dictates the
type and intensity of activities around them
and therefore the development of land and
structures.
We have used these concepts in designing
since the 1960s. They help to link social form
and physical form and broaden the definition
of function to include mandates beyond
the building program and the needs of first
users. Inside buildings, they locate activities
of various intensities along access ways of
matching capacities. The “street through the
building,” seen in embryo in VV, is developed in
our academic buildings, where it can be planned
to encourage conviviality. Intersecting paths
will not in themselves induce meeting, nor can
a building do it; but they can remove physical
barriers. And attractive gathering places,
designed not to coerce, as Frank suggests, will
open the way to meeting. The connectivity
encourages interdisciplinary communication
and makes good educational sense.
But Frank’s urbanism evinced little sign
of such thought. Although the neighborhood
plans are rendered within their surrounding
street patterns, his recommendations stop at
project boundary lines. How will the addition
of this housing, all at one time, affect the
activities and structures around them? Where
will project roads go beyond project edges?
What will they serve there and how might this
affect what they provide within the project?
I suspect the problem is that he is following
agency norms. Frank was at war with norms, yet
to get and retain commissions some had to be
observed. Others were stipulated by the groups
planned for, and, leaning leftward, struggled
to meet the needs and values of working-class
communities. These experiences echo ours of
the 1960s. But his house plots large enough
for food cultivation speak to a pre-industrial
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society. Frank’s social housing seems more
successful. It is “unpretentious.” In his view,
“A modern living space is not an art work, it is
neither conspicuous, nor effective, nor exciting”
but rather “comfortable, without one being
able to say why, and the less reason that one can
provide, the better it is.”
Perhaps the lean years after World War I
accounted for the paucity of his architecture
in Vienna. In that time, architects turned, as
they do today, to renovations and interiors, and
Frank had already, in 1925, formed his own
furniture company. But although in 1931 he
defined the architect’s role as “creating spaces,
not… arranging furniture or painting walls,
which is a matter of good taste, something
anyone can have,” as early as 1919 he had
seen that “the architect is also compelled to
design the furniture he requires himself ” as
“a consequence of the lack of uniformity in
contemporary formal design.” How did an
Austrian architect, and one with his outlook,
come to invent “Swedish Modern”? And did it
break his back?
Frank’s 1933 departure from Austria was
permanent (though he did not know it), and
in Sweden his outlook changed. Right-wing
racism had made him move, but in Stockholm,
work opportunity shifted his focus and perhaps
changed his philosophy. Designers of furniture
and objects, he felt, were using Modernism
formalistically—just because they liked it.
“Whoever applies the forms of architecture,
whether the old or the new, to these articles is
working in the same spirit as one who imposes
palatial cornices on armoires.” Mannerists like
us might enjoy furniture that looks like palaces
but Frank found it reprehensible. So, believing
in sentimental homes for urban workers
and that no one can live permanently in the
atmosphere of Art, he moved methodically
away from Modern forms, seeking others to
suit lower-middle culture. Forty years before
Gans, he compared two “taste cultures” in a
1934 matrix, “‘Bauhaus’ handles vs. ‘Organic’
handles.” This suggests ways of softening the
feel and look of Bauhaus door and drawer pulls.

His diagram reminds me of our students’ 1971
studies of the travels of historic imagery from
exurban to developer housing6 and of Gans’s
description of Ingmar Bergman’s movements
back and forth between upper and uppermiddle taste cultures.
But mostly, the left column of the matrix
recalls my childhood memories of the emotions
Modern forms engendered—the triumph of
finally reaching our door handles, placed so
much higher than traditional ones; climbing
onto the flat roof, shimmying up piloti (or
trying to), playing ships on the spiral balcony
stair, watching the porthole’s circular sun patch
slide across the bedroom wall, and hearing
the tack-tack of heels at night on the tiled
stairway—they were not “abstract” for me! Of
course I missed the attic, particularly its stairs,
yet I felt I gained more.
From these studies Swedish Modern arose.
However, Frank did not reach lower-middle
culture. Although the Modern aim of serving
“the masses” (their term, not ours) remained
with him as it does with us, he took decisions on
quality that kept Swedish Modern within upper
middle culture—that is, “midcult,” the culture
of “good taste” and “the educated lay public”—
the one high culture loves to hate. And
although I enjoy Frank’s fabric-coated cabinets
and love his textile designs, the politeness of
Swedish Modern leaves me cold. How strange
that this rebel left that heritage.
Frank’s aim of affordability was eventually
achieved by IKEA, thereby posthumously
skyrocketing his influence. But before he died
he had cynically realized that the role of the
product designer is not to serve the masses, it
is “to invent novelties, which will indeed have
their aesthetic worth for a short time, but which
will lose (it) soon thereafter, in order to make
room for new requirements and to encourage
a public thirsty for beauty to buy new things.”
This was true for our tableware, where the
cycles of obsolescence were so quick that we
could never recoup our design costs. As for
our furniture, we discovered too late that it
was too heavy and that the industrial methods
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Josef Frank, Svenskt Tenn wallpaper, 1940s.

these the reasons for Frank’s East River and
Stuyvesant Town designs? In the first, he adapts
Central Park’s English Romantic landscape
and combines Voisin and New York high-rise
apartments, seeking perhaps an American
genius loci that he can “do something with.”
The Stuyvesant project fails as a critique of the
chosen architect’s concept. It is, if anything,
more rigid than the accepted design and the
complexity of spaces and vistas of the built
project suggest that, despite its density and
symmetry, it leaves room for human beings.
Frank’s urban writing is visionary like
Corbu’s, but it projects an opposite vision: we
may think better with straight streets but we
are happier with crooked ones. “Every place in
which one feels comfortable—rooms, streets,
and cities—has originated by chance. In cities
that have grown up organically over time,

chosen for its production could not create low
prices. We are deeply grateful to Knoll for their
support and its results, but our furniture line
was the equivalent of a small run of recherché
poetry, published to add luster to the reputation
of a commercial press.
The immediate reasons for Frank’s move
to New York in 1941 were, again, a threatened
Nazi invasion and an offer of work. But he may
have concluded as well that despite the onset of
war with Japan, he could find opportunities to
build in the United States. His writings contain
admiring references to American technics and
pragmatism, and to what we call the “messy
vitality” of the environment. And he could
not have missed the attention paid Corbu’s
statement “When the streets are straight the
mind is clear” or to the “rationalization” of
New York urbanism in Ville Radieuse. Were
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buildings of all epochs stand harmoniously
next to one another.” These thoughts occupied
him before he left Vienna but some apply
well to New York. “The aesthetic value of
the individual building is no longer of great
importance, though we should also not
underestimate it. What we see from the street
are display windows and the silhouettes of
buildings. For that reason, city planning will
be the most important problem in architecture
in the future. What variety can offer us is not
universal good taste, but individual character.”
Can Las Vegas be far behind?
City planning did, indeed, become “the
most important problem in architecture” in
Europe and America in the 1950s, as cities
were rebuilt and renewed after the war, and the
results triggered the revolt of the Brutalists,
Jane Jacobs, and the social planners. Frank
represents the European view that, if you are
a committed architect and a good or great
designer, your bailiwick is urban visions,
without need of extra learning; American
architects agree that great architects can
produce urban visions, but they add a twist:
anyone who does study planning must be an
untalented designer side-slipping away from
architecture. Between the two, the city physical
is scuppered.
But Frank’s social sensitivity and his
penchant for the aleatory headed him toward
visions that social planners could perhaps
salute. He named a new style: Accidentismus.
It reads better in German, nevertheless it
sounds like hype and seems out of character.
“I would like to give a name in the manner that
is currently fashionable,” he wrote. Such words
transmit distaste. And in any case the label is
provisional: “I will call it Accidentism for the
time being.” Frank probably hated labeling as
much as we do. “I am not a Postmodernist!”
Venturi thundered, until I pointed out that he
was—by our definition—but that PoMo he was
not.7 Did Frank persist because he saw what
“The New Brutalism” did for the Smithsons?
Frank left the United States in 1946. Did
he stay long enough to recognize that Le

6. t Denise Scott Brown, “Learning from
Levittown: Remedial Housing for Architects
Studio,” in On Houses and Housing
(London: Academy Editions, 1992 ), 50–57;
Robert Venturi, Steven Izenour, and Denise
Scott Brown, “The Home,” in On Houses
and Housing (London: Academy Editions,
1992): 58–65; and Denise Scott Brown, et
al., “Signs of Life: Symbols in the American
City,” exh. cat. (Washington, DC: Renwick
Gallery, National Collection of Fine Arts,
Smithsonian Institution, 1976.)
7. u Denise Scott Brown, “Our
Postmodernism,” in Postmodernism:
Style and Subversion 1970–1990, Glenn
Adamson and Jane Pavitt eds. (London: V
& A Publishing, 2011), 106–11.
8. u Denise Scott Brown, “Architecture
as Patterns and Systems: Learning from
Planning,” Part II of Architecture as Signs
and Systems for a Mannerist Time, by
Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2004): 103–217; “Bibliography,”
Architecture as Signs and Systems for a
Mannerist Time, ibid. This contains articles
by scholars, activists, and others who have
guided and inspired us over the years.
Denise Scott Brown, “Towards an Active
Socioplastics,” in: Having Words (London:
Architectural Association, 2009): 22–54.
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Corbusier’s expectation of being the architect for
the United Nations Building was naïve and that
the same held for his own aim of an architectural
career in New York? Even his attempts to
publish in America were rejected in view of
prevailing Modernist attitudes. And, as the
country prepared for large scale urban renewal,
Modernism was codified in the legislation,
thrilling the architects but leading to the first
salvos of Jane Jacobs, published in 1958. This
was the year Frank published “Accidentism” in
Sweden and the year I arrived in America.
My studies amidst the social unrest of South
Africa in the 1940s an England in the 1950s
underlined that architecture must respond to
problems in society, so one of my reasons for
entering the department of city and regional
planning at the University of Pennsylvania was
to discover how social forces and the physical
world interacted, how the Smithsons’ hope for
an “active socioplastics” might be achieved.
My years as a student then a professor at
Penn coincided with the1960s Civil Rights
Movement. During its tumult I learned to
weather and eventually welcome the blows
of “social planners” and social scientists in
sociology, economics, and politics, in our
department and beyond—Herbert Gans, Paul
and Linda Davidoff, Melvin Webber, Walter
Isard, and others—my good friends, although
they had no time for architects. I drew strength
and breadth from their thinking and honed my
argument on their attacks. Eventually I found
bridges between social and physical where the
Smithsons had concluded there were none.
One was Regional Science, an economics
discipline, the other Mannerism, a mode of
rule-breaking in art and architecture.8 These
have influenced our practice of architecture and
planning since the 1960s.
Why could Frank not have done the same at
the New School in the early 1940s? One reason
was the lack of social protest during wartime.
Another was financial. In the 1950s, legislation
brought large scale funding for urban renewal
and, with it, money to architecture schools for
urban research. This was how social scientists

found themselves beside architects at Penn and
other schools. But had these circumstances been
in place in Frank’s time, would he have welcomed
confrontation with the “action painting” of
land economics and urban sociology? He had
the breadth and insight to enrich his concepts
through them and he would have loved
their maps, but could he have mustered the
conviviality to collaborate? And was the zeitgeist
right, given that it took till 1966 for Complexity
and Contradiction to appear and Learning from
Las Vegas came out in 1972? But had Frank’s
opinions been available in the late 1940s, they
might have helped cities head off harmful urban
renewal mistakes and saved them, as well, from
Jane Jacobs’s too one-sided response.
As it was, he continued his solitary course,
trying out planning projects; adding textiles
inspired by New York maps and guidebooks (and
supporting my belief that “physical” planners,
for good or ill, love pattern). And from the late
1940s he made a ten-year foray into houses.
Was this an odyssey like Venturi’s 1959–1962
VV sequence, where he started as a disciple
and ended as himself?9 Are Frank’s designs
prototypes? Or definitions of what life (though
not urban life) could be in Shangri-la? With
blue mountains behind, flowers and a cabbage
patch in front, are they the “sentimentality” that
workers need? Beautifully rendered and haunted
by emotion, they overshoot bathos. Yet they
remind me of the backgrounds to television ads
selling soap or lawn mowers or Levittown that
we studied in searchof the themes and ideals
of American suburbia. They convey the same
longing, the same rural, end-of-the-rainbow
imagery. Was Frank lonely?
I think he was fleshing out Accidentism by
itemizing the components of Modernism and
considering what the opposite of each might
be. This gave him a romantic and symbolic
architecture of chance; of impure curves, sloping
roofs, handcraft, rough and natural materials,
adobe shapes, strong patterns, and pretty
flowers. The houses predate but seem allied with
the Maisons Jaoul and Ronchamp, Corbu’s
1950s reassessment of Modernism. Frank
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borrows from history, but from peasant history,
not our Antiquity modulated by The Strip, nor
Palladio contested by mannerist rule breaking.
His one classical motif is the rose window,
seen first on his 1910 student rendering of
Alberti’s Santa Maria Novella. Big, pure, and
Modern-seeming, it figures as a porthole
in almost everything he does, and slips into
the most rural houses. But even in his 1930s
work it is mannerist, out of line, and attention
grabbing—like a chapel awaiting a Madonna.
Are these houses horrifying? No, but
they move me as functionalism moved the
Edwardians—they make my flesh creep.
I suspect we have not seen the end of them and
perhaps Deconstructivists and Neomodernists

9. u Frederic Schwartz, Mother’s House:
The Evolution of Vanna Venturi’s House
in Chestnut Hill (New York: Rizzoli
International, 1992).
10. u François Villon, “Ballade des dames
du temps jadis,” Le Grant Testament, 1461.

Josef Frank, Villa Beer Interior, Vienna, 1929.
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and historic terrains and cultures maintained,
sometimes by fighting these laws, sometimes
by using them in reverse to reduce pressure for
development?
The need for “sentimentality” defined by
Frank was expressed in Levittown in the 1950s.
It has been a driving force of the New Urbanism
since the 1980s, and it received flamboyant
fulfillment in the McMansions of the 2000s. In
that these provided housing at costs architects
could not meet, they assailed our self-esteem
as well as our eyes. But in slamming sprawl
few architects stopped to think that they were
denying the right of others to obtain what many
architects want for themselves—single-family
detached houses in the suburbs. I suspect that
sustainability, important as it is, is not the real
basis for our diatribe against suburbia; that
aesthetics and class differences are. Although
we may be less naïve now about doing “good”
for others by putting them in houses we like,
we architects still find middle-class suburbia
hard to take. But Frank said, “If people are
so charmed by kitsch, then that at least is a
genuine sentiment… The work of art must
speak to this legitimate feeling.” Spoken like a
social planner.
In late life Frank was dispirited. He may
have appeared suited to life as a refugee at
the New School in New York, but America
held little for him. However, a visit to Vienna
triggered no need to return there and in
Stockholm things weren’t much better. He
confided that he had “closed out” his life’s work.
Elderly Modern architects, he said, find that
their prewar ideals “are in fact no longer (nor
should they be) those of the present,” but they
“keep muddling along because they do not
really know what one should do now.” Then so
sadly “I, by the way, also no longer know.” He
said he had not done the work or reached the
goals he had set, only those achievable in the
circumstances, adding “and when I look back
on it, it looks very sad.” Where is the feisty
rebellion, the wit? Does immigration break the
back? Or the heart? Are we most creative if we
stay in touch with the world we knew when our

learned from them. Does Frank lie behind the
disdain of these groups for functionalism? If
so, they are more one-sided than he would have
been; for Frank kept “on the other hand” always
at hand.
We have used other techniques to escape
authoritarianism. Our “Learning from Las
Vegas” and “Learning from Levittown” research
combined the questions of Brutalists, social
activists, and sociologists with hours of learning
by looking, structured in various ways. One
result was our acceptance of communication
as a function of architecture and Frank seemed
to agree; but although his thought and ours
have much in common, there are differences.
For example, he was taught to control chaos,
but in “Accidentism” he reversed and courted
it. We look for a hidden order within urban
“messy vitality” and for ways of guiding rather
than controlling it—but I suspect Frank in the
end did, too. We pay conscious attention to the
time dimension in design and consider it more
strongly in our philosophy than he did. And
although we’re with him in castigating Modern
insincerities about function, we don’t agree that
functionalism is degenerate and reprehensible
and have worked to help return respectability to
the notion.
Like Frank, we know well the 1930s
definition of Modern architecture and lived
through its reassessment in the 1950s. We
helped with the next reappraisal in the mid
1960s and today we see the need for another,
made by the next generation for their world.
We define our Postmodernism as a form of
Modernism, aimed at maintaining a valuable
essence of Modern thought in a world of
change. What would Frank feel about today’s
Modern “vernacular,” the conventional way
of building in use now from Shanghai to
Timbuktu? Would he wonder whether this
form of “universalism” was not a pyrrhic victory
for Modernism? Would he concur with me
that patterns of cities and regions were formed
historically by technologies of transportation
and the laws of “city physics” and still are
today—yet that patrimonies must be guarded,
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eyes were two feet above the ground? Expats
who invented Hollywood or brought us the
Blues negate this hypothesis, but is a fractured
oeuvre, legitimately piecemeal and spread thin,
not a contribution?
Dictes moy où … Tell me where, in whatever
land.10 François Villon’s wistful ballad to
beautiful women, long dead, reminds me of
my refugee teachers. Of the dry-white-biscuit,
rich-red-wine minds of the lawyers from
Berlin, who taught music in Johannesburg
or drove buses in Nahariya. Where are Rosa
Van Gelderen, Irmgard Brusseau, Jacques
Morgenstern, Mr. Levy, Manfred Marcus,
Miss Putzel, Heinz Braun, Arthur Korn, Mr.
Schachtel? Most must be dead; some went
home, others to America. Arthur Korn retired
and died in Austria, Manfred Marcus perhaps
in Australia. As South Africa’s political climate
worsened some of their descendants left for
Israel, England, Canada, America, Australia,
or New Zealand. Researchers trace the paths,
talking with children and grandchildren in
distant lands, recasting their work as part of
a pattern of flight. I miss them. How good to
meet Julius Posener in Berlin in the 1980s and,
again, in New York shortly before he died. As
we parted I said, “I had been missing you.” I was
including all my nurturers. He paused then,
“I had been missing you, too.” I think he was
remembering the students he taught in places
very far from Germany.
When we discovered Frank we understood
that we had missed him without knowing him.
His thought would have filled a gap that closed
only slowly without him. His writings model
the breadth of thought and forms of expression
needed in architecture today. His buildings and
ideas illuminate and bolster the work that came
after them, ours included. And in this he has
vastly increased the weight of what we all will
leave to the next generation. Josef, friend and
colleague, your shift of focus was not through
weakness. Your efforts were not in vain. Your
art and your thought will have a good future.

Excerpted from: Tano Bojankin, Christopher
Long, and Iris Meder, eds., Josef Frank:
Writings, Volume 1; Published Writings 1910–
1930 (Vienna: Metro Verlag, 2012), 20–45.
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